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In this paper we study 0-dimensional schemes Z made of "fat points" in pn, 
n > 2, whose support lies on a rational normal curve. We conjecture that the 
Hilbert function of Z does not depend on the choice of the points and we show 
this under some numerical hypotheses. We also study the Hilbert Function of the 
infinitesimal neighborhoods of the rational normal curve and we find the value 
where it coincides with the Hilbert Polynomial. © 1999 Academic Press 
INTRODUCTION 
Let P1 . . . . .  es be distinct points of P~ = pr, where r >_ 1 and k is an 
algebraically closed field; then let rn: . . . . .  m s be non-negative integers. 
* This work has been supported by MURST funds. We thank the referee for signalling a 
mistake in our previous version of Section 1. 
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The "polynomial interpolation problem" corresponding to finding the 
Hilbert Function of the schemes of "fat points" Z = (P1 . . . .  , Ps; ml . . . . .  
ms), associated to homogeneous ideals of type 
I = t~)t~0 I t = 10? 1 n . . .  n V ~ , ,  (,) 
where each ~i is the homogeneous ideal in R = k[x o . . . . .  Xr] of Pi, has 
been quite studied in recent times. 
We are considering here the case SuppZ c C ___ pr, where C is a 
rational normal curve of degree r, and we want to determine the Hilbert 
function, H(R/ I ,  t). The relevance of this case is associated to the follow- 
ing conjectures (see [3, 7]): 
Conjecture A. Let P1, . . . ,  Ps ~ pr be distinct points lying on a rational 
normal curve C. Let m 1 . . . .  , m s, t be non-negative integers, and let 1 z be 
the homogeneous ideal of the scheme of fat points Z = (P1, . . . ,  es; ml, 
. . . ,  ms). Then the value H(R/ Iz ,  t) does not depend on the choice of the 
points on C. 
Conjecture B. Let Z = (P1 . . . . .  P~; ml . . . . .  m s) be as above, and let 
Q1 . . . . .  Qs ~ .pr be distinct points in general position, i.e., no r + 1 of 
them lie on a hyperplane. Let Iz, I w be, respectively, the homogeneous 
ideals of the schemes of fat points 
l = (P1  . . . .  ,Ps;ml,...,ms), W= (Q1,...,Qs;ml,...,ms). 
Then Vt ~ N we have H(R/ Iw,  t) > H(R/ I  z, t). 
Let I = Iz, Z as above. In [3] Conjecture A was proved for r = 3, via 
finding an implicit algorithm which computes H(R/ I ,  t) and which de- 
pends only on the numbers ml , . . . ,  m s (the same kind of algorithm works 
also for r = 2, from results in [2]). 
The content of the paper is as follows: the first section is devoted to 
determining conditions in order to obtain that a multiple of the rational 
normal curve or of a line PiP] is a fixed locus for I t. In the second section 
we try to generalize for r > 4 the algorithm of [3] which computes 
H(R/ I ,  t). The main geometrical idea is that (as it happens for r = 2, 3), 
the difference H(R/ Iz ,  t) - H(R/Iz, ,  t), where Z '  = (Pa . . . .  , Ps; ml, 
. . . .  ms-1, ms - 1), depends only on the multiplicities of C and of the 
lines PiPs as fixed locus for (Iz,) t. 
We conjecture an algorithm depending only on the mi's to determine 
inductively H(R/1, t). We show that it works (see Corollary 2.6) either for 
s<r+2,  o r fo rs>r+3and t>m 1+mr+ 3-  l (assuming that m 1> 
• .. > ms), and so we prove Conjecture A in those cases. 
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In the third section we study the Hi lbert function of infinitesimal 
neighborhoods of a rational normal  curve (see Theorem 3.2) and we give a 
sharp bound for t in order to have h l (p~,~c( t ) )  = 0. Using this result we 
give (see Proposit ion 3.5) an explicit (non-recursive) formula for H(R/ I ,  t) 
when t > 2m - 1 (rn = max{mi}). Moreover,  in case m I . . . . .  m s = m, 
and either for s < r + 2, or for s > (m - 1)(r - 2), we prove completely 
Conjecture A (see Proposit ion 3.6); notice that this implies that Conjecture 
A is true for m = 2, for any number  of points (see also [5]). In the last 
section we prove Conjecture B for r = 2. 
1. RELAT IONS BETWEEN Z AND MULT IPLES  OF  C 
(AND OF L INES)  
Let I be an ideal of  type ( * )  in k[x o . . . . .  Xr], let L be the line PiP~, and 
let n, a, t be natural numbers. Proposit ion 1.1 gives a Bezout-type condi- 
tion that forces the elements of the linear system I t to contain the line L 
with multiplicity at least n (it is actually just Bezout for n -- 1). Assuming 
further that the Pi's lie on a rational normal  curve C, Proposit ion 1.6 gives 
an analogous condition that forces the elements of I t to contain the curve 
C with multiplicity at least a. 
Set (x)  += max{x, 0}. We have 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let I = ~1 N ... A p~s be an ideal of type (*), and 
L be the line PiPj. I f  I L is the ideal of  L, and n < (m i + rnj - t) +, then 
I, __ (I~,),. (Let I~ = R.) 
Proof The statement is obvious for n=0,  n = 1, r= 1, m i<_n-  1, 
mj<n-  1 . (For  r= land  n>0observethat  I~=0;  for m i<n-1 ,  
then t<mj -  1, and I t=0. )So le t  n > 1, r> 1, mi>n,  mj>_n .  
We may assume Pi = (1 : 0 : . . .  : 0), Pj = (0 : 1 : 0 : . . .  : 0), hence I L = 
(x2 , . . . ,  xr). Let f ~ I t. I f  r = 2, by induction on n, we get f = x~-ag. 
Hence g ~ pmi - (n -1)  (-.) ~)Tj-(n-1).  By Bezout's Theoremwe have g ~ (x2)  , 
hence f ~ (x2) n, and for r = 2 the proposit ion is proved. Now we go on by 
induction on r. 
Let f ~ I t, and let h(xo, xa , . . . ,  x,. 1) = f(Xo, Xl . . . . .  Xr- a, AX2), a ~ k. 
{h = 0} _ p r -  1 is the intersection of {f = 0} with the hyperplane I I  = {xr 
= /~X2}. Let I '  = q~ni N CI7: where qi, qj are the ideals of Pi, Pj in I I  ---- 
pr -1 .  Since h ~ (10t, by the inductive hypothesis, we have h ~ (x 2 . . . .  , 
Xr_l)", hence f(Xo, X 1 . . . . .  Xr_l, Ax 2) ~ (x2 , . . . ,X~_ l ) " ,  VA ~ k. It easily 
follows that f (x  0 . . . . .  x,. 1, x,.) ~ (x2 , . . . ,  x,.) n. I 
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From now on assume that the Pi's lie on a rational normal curve C. 
Let J c  be the ideal sheaf of C, and let C ~t), I > O, be the scheme 
associated to the ideal sheaf J c  l (i.e., the (l - 1)st-infinitesimal neighbor- 
hood of C, assuming J c  ° = ~pr). Let Z = (P1 . . . . .  Ps; ml , . . . ,  ms); for 
I > 1, we have an obvious restriction map, J z  n c%c,~ ~Jz  n c"-l~,c"-'; let 
~t be its kernel, so we get the exact sequence 
0 - - ,~  -~Jz~c%c"'  --'Jznc~'-,,c"-" -~ O. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Notation as above, let l > 1. Then 
Proof. The isomorphism is trivial for l = 1 (in this case J z  n c(% c~°~ = 0); 
when l _> 2 we check it locally at every point P ~ C. Via passing to 
completions, we can consider affine coordinates yl = x l /x  o . . . .  , Yr = X~/Xo" 
We may assume P = (0 : . . .  :0), and that (locally) C is the Yr axis. So 
J c le  = (Y l  . . . .  , Y r -1 ) ,  and 
( k[Yl------~'""Y~J ) =k[y,](y,).  
@cle= (Yx . . . . .  Yr-1) (Yl ..... Y~) 
I f P=P i  ~Z, le t  m =m~. I fP f fZ ,  let m=0.  Then 
( t ~ZcICO),C (t,IP = ((Yl . . . . .  Yr) m + (Y l  . . . . .  Yr-1) l) k[----Yl"-'"Yr] (Yl . . . . .  Yr-1)l (Yl . . . . .  Yr) 
which is generated by the classes y~. . .  ylr~-tfr~, where 0 < 11 + ." +lr_ 1 
< l, and l I + "'" +lr_ ~ + l r >~ m. 
Since the map J z  n c"), c~ole ~ J z n c"-~), c~ ~- ~>1 e carries all those classes 
to 0, except the classes where 11 + ... + l r_ 1 -~ l - 2, we get that its kernel 
is generated by the classes l I + ..- +lr_ 1 = l - 1 and l~ > (m - l + 1) ÷. 
Now let us consider 
~c / - l (  ) (y l ,Y r_ l ) l - l (y r )  (m-l+1)+ . . . .  
--i=1 e (y l , . . . , y r -1 )  t (Yl . . . . .  Yr-O 
drCt ~ (m i -- l + 1)+P/ -= @ . 
The map generated by 
y~l..,  frr-t ® y(m-l+ 1) + ....> y~l , , ,  ylr-]y(rm -l+ 1) + 
from (4 -1 /~c l ) (  - E~= l(mi - l + 1)+P/)I e to ~z n c,O, c,,le gives (locally) 
the required isomorphism with ~ le .  | 
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Remark 1.3. We have 
4 -1  [ l+r -2~ 
~ r--2 )ep l ( ( l  -- 1)(-r - 2 ) ) .  
4 
This is an easy consequence of the fact that 4 -1 / J c t  --- SY mr- 1(~C//~C2)' 
and that J c / J c  2 ---~cc --- ~r-IGP~( - r  - 2). 
Hence we get the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1.4. For l > 1 we have 
(z+r-3~ [ +) 
~(t )  -- ~k  ~-2 lGo~[rt- ( l -  1)(r  + 2) - i=l~(mi-I + 1) 
h°(P~'~l(t)) = ( l + r -  2 
× ( r t -  ( I -  1)(r + 2) - i=1 ~ (mi - - l+  1)++ 1) + 
Now we want to determine for which values of t (if any) C is a fixed 
component with multiplicity a > 1 for the elements of H°(Pr,  J z ( t ) )  
where J z  is the ideal sheaf of Z = (P1,-.-,  Ps; ml, - . - ,  ms). Let I be the 
ideal of Z. 
DEFINITION 1.5. We say that property .~(a) hold for Jz( t ) ,  or for It, 
when 
Vl, l <l  <a, rt - (l - 1)(r  + 2) - ~ (m i -- l + 1) + < 0. (P) 
i=1 
We have 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let t, a be such that Jz(t)  satisfies property ~(a) ;  then 
_ HoIpr  ja [  H° (pr ,o rz ( t ) )  C ~ , c~t ) ) .  
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
0 ~( t )  --*Jznc~,>(t) " - )~Znf (a ) f (a ) ( t )  --') 0"~ 
if we prove that H°(~znc%c(,>(t)) = 0, then the proposition will follow 
from the obvious inclusion H°(• r, Jrz(t)) c_ H°(P  r, .fz n c <")(t)). 
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Actually, we prove that 
H°(W,  J znc%do( t ) )  = 0 
for any 1 <l<a.  
By (I") and Corollary 1.4, we have H°(W,~( t ) )  = 0, for 1 < l < a. 
For I = 1, we have H°(W,  J znc ,  c(t)) = H°(.Xsl(t)) = 0. When 1 >_ 2, 
we work by induction on l; we assume 
H°(W,~z  nc,,-,,cO-,,( t ) ) = O, 
so from the exact sequence 
0 -o~( t )  OSzoc , , , c , , ( t  ) -->o~ZnCq-1),C,t-,,(t) -'> 0 
we get H° (W,  ~z n c% c "'(t)) = O, and we are done. | 
2. THE H ILBERT FUNCTION OF  FAT  POINTS ON A 
RAT IONAL NORMAL CURVE 
Let Z = (P1 , . . . ,  Ps; ml . . . .  , ms ) _ pr  be a scheme of fat points such 
that P1 , . . . ,  Ps lie on a rational normal curve C; we want to give an 
algorithm which computes the Hilbert function of Z. Let I, J be, respec- 
tively, the homogeneous ideals of  the schemes Z, W ~ W 
Z = (e l  . . . .  ,Ps;rnl . . . . .  ms),  
W= (et  . . . .  ,Ps;ml . . . . .  ma- l ,ms  + 1). 
If we can compute dim(I/ J )t ,  in a way that depends only on the values 
t, m 1 . . . . .  m s, then the (trivial) equality dim J, = dim I t - d im( I / l ) t  will 
give us a recursive algorithm able to compute dim J, (starting from 
(P1, ml), whose Hilbert function is known), and we would have shown that 
the Hilbert function does not depend on the position of P~ . . . . .  P~. Hence 
our aim is to determine dim( I / J )  t. 
I f  t < m i for some i, then obviously d im( I / J )  t = O. 
We mentioned above that the case s = 1 is quite trivial; in fact for s = 1 
we have Z = (P,  m), W = (P,  m + 1), and so we get that t _> m implies 
d im( I / J ) t  = dim I t - dim Jt 
_ r ) -  + r -1 )  
r r -1  " 
Hence, in the sequel we will always suppose s > 2 and t > m i (1 < i < s). 
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We define the following scheme of fat points N __ p r -  1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Z = (P1 . . . . .  Ps;  ml  . . . . .  m s) be a scheme of fat 
points in pr, r >_ 2, with support on a rational normal curve C, and let J z  
be its ideal sheaf. Let t ~ N, and let 
A = {a ~ N l~(a)ho lds  fo r J z ( t )} .  
We say that N- - (Q I , . . . ,Qs_ I ,Q ;n l  . . . . .  ns_ l ,n  ) _c I I - -  pr-1 is the t- 
projection of Z from Ps, if the points Q1 . . . . .  Qs-  1 are the projection from 
Ps of P1 . . . . .  Ps-1 on a hyperplane II not containing Ps, while Q is the 
projection of Ps itself along the tangent line to C at P,, and the numbers 
n D . . . ,  ns_ l ,  n are defined as 
f min{m s+l , supA} i fA :~O 
n i = (m i + m s -- t) + , n = ~O if A = ~.  
Of course the points Q1 . . . . .  Qs- 1, Q lie on a rational normal curve F of 
degree r -  1, which is the projection of C from Ps. Now consider the 
equality 
dim( I / J ) t  = d im( IN)m,  , ( * • ) 
where I N c_ k[xo,  x 1 . . . .  , xr_ 1] is the ideal of N. 
For r = 2, (* *) follows from results in [2], while for r = 3 it was proved 
in [3]. Moreover the equality (* *) holds in pr (r > 2), in case n = n i = 
0, 1 _< i < s -- 1 (see [4]). These results were obtained assuming m I _> 
...  > ms, for technical reasons; this hypothesis can be dropped with minor 
changes in the proofs. 
This leads to the following conjecture: 
Conjecture C. Let  I, J be, respectively, the homogeneous ideals of the 
schemes of fat points 
Z = (P I , ' " ,  Ps; ml , . . . ,  ms) ,  
W= (P1 . . . .  , P , ;ml , . . . ,ms- l ,ms  + 1), 
where the Pi's are distinct points of pr, r _> 2, lying on a rational normal 
curve C. Let I N c_ k[xo,  x 1 . . . .  , Xr_ 1] be the ideal of the t-projection N of 
Z from Pr  Then 
dim( I / J ) t  = dim(I  N) m,. 
In this section we prove Conjecture C in the following cases 
(a) s<r+2;  
(b) t >_ mi + ms ( l  < i < s -1 ) .  
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From now on we assume 
m 1 > m 2 >_ . . .  >_ ms_  1 > 0; m s > O. 
LEMMA 2.2. With notation as above, then 
dim( I /S ) t  < dim(IN)m . 
Proof. Let Ps = (0 : . . .  : 0 : 1), and let 
F = Fms(X o . . . . .  x~_ 1)Xtr -ms  "[- Eras+ l (X0 , . . .  , x r_  l )X~ -ms-1  
q- . . .  +Ft (x  0 . . . . .  Xr -1 )  
be a form in I t. Then Fra, (which defines the tangent cone to {F = 0} in 
P )  is a form in ( IN)m; Let ~0 : ( I / J )  t ~ (IN)ra ~ be the map that carries the 
class of  F to Fro; Since ~ is injective, the result follows. | 
LEMMA 2.3. With notation as above, let r > 2, 2 < s < r + 2. Assume 
that: 
For any scheme T c_ W-1  of  S --  1 fat  points with support on a 
rational normal curve, its ideal I r has a set o f  generators {Gj} such 
that each Gj is a product of  linear forms. 
(*) 
Then: 
O) d im( l / J )  t = dim([N)ms, moreover ( I / J )  t has a set o f  generators 
{F--}j , such that each Fj is a product o f  linear forms. 
(ii) I t has a set o f  generators uch that each of  them is a product of  
linear forms. 
Proof. I f  t < m 1, then I t = (IN)ms = O, and the result is obvious, so 
assume t > m 1. 
(i) I f  n > 0, since s < r + 3, then sup{a ~ ~l~(a)  holds for I t} = % 
so n = m s + 1, hence (IN)m~ = O. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, we get ( I / J )  t = 
= 0 .  
Let n = 0, so rt >__ E~= lmi. We prove (i) by induction on m s. 
For m s = 0 we have (IN)m, = k. So dim(IN)ms = 1, and we need a form 
F ~ I of  degree t, not zero in Ps. Since t > m 1 + m s and rt >_ E[=lmi,  
then from [4, Proposit ion 5], we can construct such an F as a product of  
linear forms. By Lemma 2.2 we get the conclusion. 
Let m s > 0. Since n = 0, then N = (Q~, . . . ,Qs_ l ;n l  . . . . .  ns_ l )  c pr-1,  
and by (~:) there is a set {Gj} of  generators of ( IN)m, whose elements are of  
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type gH, where g ~ k[x o . . . . .  x~_ 1] is a l inear form representing a hyper- 
plane y ___ P r-1. 
Let R 0 = (1 :0 :  . . .  :0 ) ,  R 1 =(0:1 :0 :  . . .  :0 )  . . . . .  Rr_ 1 = 
(0 : . . .  : 0 : 1) be the fundamental  points in W-  1. By a suitable change of 
coordinates, we may assume that 
(a) Q :~R~(0<i<r -  1); 
(b) the Qi's are fundamental  points in W-1  (all except one in case 
s = r + 2); 
(c) if p = #{Qi ~ Y} > 0, then the Qi's ~ y are R 0 . . . . .  Rp_ 1 (ob- 
serve that p < r - 1). 
By (c) we have g= apxp+. . '+a  r lXr 1. For p<i<r -  1, since 
Ro,. . . ,Rp_ 1 lie in {x~ = 0}, we have xin-~ (IN)ms. So in {Gj} we may 
replace gH by xpH . . . . .  Xr_lH. 
Now let p < i < r - 1; to simplify notation, let L = xg, and A = {x~ = 
0}. By (a), (b), (c) above, we have 
(d) Q ~ A; 
(e) if r + 1 < s < r + 2, then #{Qi ~ A} = r - 1; 
(f) i f2<s<r ,  thens -2<#{Qi  ~A}<s-1 .  
Observe that {L = 0} ___ W represents a hyperplane through Ps and 
through the Pi's corresponding to the Qis ~ A. 
Now let q~ be the injective map defined in the proof  of Lemma 2.2 and 
consider the diagram 
0 
0 0 
l 1 
> (IN,)ms_ 1 "L (IN)ms 
1 
0 
- -  I' J' where the map .L car r ies /~ ~ ( / )t- 1 to L -Re (I/J)t, the map .L is the 
multiplication by L, and where I', J', I N, correspond, respectively, to the 
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following schemes: 
.. • ' . ' m' s) c W,  where m' i = m i if ai  Z'  = (P1,  . ,  es -1 ,  Ps, ml . . . ms- l ,  -- 
I 
A, whereas m' i = m i - 1 if Qi ~ A (1 < i < s - 1); m s = m s 1; 
W'= (P1 . . . . .  Ps-l ,  Ps;m'l . . . . .  m's-l ,m's + 1) _ W;  
N '  = (Q1, Qs-  1, Q; n'l . . . .  n' n ')  c [~r-  1, . . . . .  s - l ,  - where n' i = n i i f  Qi  
A, whereas n' i=(n  i -  1) + i fQ i  ~A(1  < i<s-1) ;n '=0.  
Claim. N '  is the (t - 1)-projection of  Z '  from Ps. 
Easi ly we get n'i = (m'i + m's - (t - 1)) +, so it suffices to show that 
{a~] .~(a)  holds for I ; _ I}=Q;  i.e., since m s>0,  that ( t -1 ) r -  
~,si= l m'i >_ O. 
I f  r+  l _<s  <r+2,  then 
( t  - 1 ) r  - ~lm'i  = ( t  - 1)r  - m i - r > O. 
i -  i= 
S ! S Let s _< r. For  st > F/.,= ami, since ~, i= lmi  _< ~i= lmi  -- ( s  -- 1), we have 
( t -1 ) r -  ~m' i=st  + ( r - s ) t - r -  ~m'  i 
i=1 i=1 
> ~_,m i+ 1 + ( r - s ) t - r -  m i+  (s -  1) 
i= l  i~ l  
= ( r  - s ) ( t  - 1) >_ o.  
For  s t=Z ~.,=lmi (hence t=m I . . . . .  ms), s<r ,  and m l> 1 we 
have 
8 $ 
( t -  1 ) r -  ~m'  i 2 ( t -  1) r -  ~m i+s -  l=mlr - r -mls+s-  1 
i=1 i=1 
= ( r - s ) (m 1-  1 ) -1  >_0. 
Finally, if st = ~,~i= lmi, and s = r or  m 1 = 1 there are only the follow- 
ing cases: 
(1) t - -m 1 . . . . .  m sands=r ;  
(2) t -- m 1 . . . . .  m s = 1. 
It is easy to show that, in both cases, the Qi's lying on A are s - 1. (For  
instance, in case (1) the only form in (IN)m~ represents m 1 t imes the 
hyperplane through Q1 . . . .  , Qs -  1.) It follows that E~= lmli = Esi= lmi  -- s, 
S ¢ # hence (t - 1)r - F.i=lmi = rt - r - Ei=lmi + s = 0, and the claim is 
proved. 
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Since N' is the ( t -  1)-projection of Z' from Ps, the first vertical 
sequence of the diagram above is exact by induction hypothesis on m s (9' 
is defined analogously to ~). So, given LH ~ (IN)m; since H ~ (IN,)ms_l, 
there exists /( ~ (I'//J')t_l, such that ~p'(/()= H. Hence ~p(L-/0 = LH,  
and q~ is surjective. Moreover, by induction hypothesis, (F / JOt_  1 has a set 
of generators {Mj} such that each Mj is a product of linear forms. If 
/( = ~Aj~(Aj ~ k), then L-K= ~AjLMj. 
Hence, to summarize, from a set of generators {Gj} of (IN)m, where 
Gj = L jH j  and Lj is a linear form (such that Aj = {Lj = 0} satisfies (d), 
(e), (f)), we can construct a set of generators { ~  of ( I / J )  t of the 
required type. 
(ii) Let Zj = (P1,-. . ,  Ps; ml . . . . .  rn~_ 1, ms + J), 0 < j < t - rn~. We 
have 
Z 0 = Z c_.Z 1 = Wc. . . .  c_.Zt_m, ~-- (P1 , . . . ,Ps ;ml  . . . . .  ms_ l , t  ). 
Let Izo = I ~ Izl = J ~_ . . .  ~ I z . . . .  be the corresponding chain of ide- 
als. 
By (i) applied to ( I z / I z j+ l )  t (0 < j <t -ms) ,  we get forms in each 
( I z )  t - ( Iz j+)t,  which give a set of generators for I t of the required type. 
I 
Since, for a scheme of fat points T ___ pl, it c_ k[xo, Xl] is generated by 
products of linear forms, then from the lemma above, by induction on r, 
we get 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let r > 2, 2 < s < r + 2. Then 
d im( I / J ) ,  = dim( I N ) ms" 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let r >_ 2, t >_ m I + m s. Then 
dim( I / J ) t  = dim(I  N) m," 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.2, we only need to show that the map 
~o is surjective. We may assume that s > r + 3. Since t > m 1 + m s, we 
have N = (Q, n). 
We prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = 0, the result follows from 
[4]. Let n > 0. For m s < n, then (IN)m, = 0 and ~0 is surjective. Let 
rn, > n. We may assume that (IN)ms is generated by products LH,  where 
L is a linear form representing the hyperplane A i through Q and through 
Q1,.. . ,  Qi , . - . ,  Qr- 1, that is, through r - 2 points in the set {Q1 . . . . .  Qr- 1}. 
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Let  F ~ k [x0 , . . . ,  Xr] be  a quadrat i c  fo rm represent ing  a cone through the 
rat iona l  normal  curve C, whose  vertex is the l inear  space spanned by 
{P1 . . . .  , /~' ,  • • •, P~- 1}" 
Now cons ider  the d iagram 
0 0 
1 1 
( )t2 (') 
1+' 
, ( IN,)m s -- 1 .L (iN)ms 
1 
0 
where  I ' ,  J ' ,  I N, cor respond,  respect ively,  to the fo l lowing schemes:  
Z'  = (e l  . . . .  , P i - l ,  Pi, Pi+l . . . . .  Pr - l ,  Pr . . . .  , Ps;(mm - 2) + . . . .  , 
(mi_ 1 - 2)+, (mi -  1 ) , (mi+ 1 - 2 )+, . . . , (mr_ l  - 2 )+, (mr  - 1) . . . . .  
(m s - 1)); 
W' = (P l  . . . . .  Pi- l ,  Pi, Pi+l . . . . .  P~-I,P~ . . . . .  P~;(ml - 2)+ . . . . .  
(mi_ 1 - 2)+, (mi  - 1 ) , (mi+ a - 2) + . . . .  , (m~_ 1 - 2 )+, (mr  - 1) . . . . .  
ms-  1, ms); 
N'  = (O l  . . . .  ,Qs - I ,Q ;  0 . . . .  ,O,n - 1). 
It is easy to prove  that  N '  is the (t - 2 ) -pro ject ion  of  Z'  f rom Ps, hence  
the f irst vert ica l  sequence  is exact by the induct ion  hypothes is .  So, g iven 
LH ~ ( IN)m; then  H ~ ( IN,)m,_l ,  and  there  exists /(" ~ ( I ' / J ' ) t _2 ,  such 
that  ~o(W-K) = LH.  Hence  q~ is surject ive.  | 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let  Z=(P1 , . . . , Ps ;mI  . . . .  ,ms  )cP~,  r> 2, be a 
scheme o f  fat  points with support on a rational normal curve, and let I be its 
ideal. Let  m I >_ . . .  >_ m s > O. 
I f  either s < r + 2, o rs  >_ r + 3 and t >_ m I + mr+ 3 - 1, then: 
(i) d im( I )  t = d im( I ' )  t - dim(IN,)ms_ 1 where I '  and I N, are, respec- 
tively, the homogeneous ideal o f  the scheme Z'  = (P I  . . . .  , Ps; ml  . . . .  , ms-1 ,  
m s - 1) ___ P~, and o f  the t-projection N '  ~ pr -a  o f  Z '  f rom Is; 
(ii) the equality above gives us a recursive procedure to compute the 
Hilbert function H(  R / I ,  t ). 
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Proof. (i) This follows from Proposit ion 2.4, Proposit ion 2.5, and the 
equality d im( I )  t = d im(/ ' ) ,  - dim(I' / I) , .  
(ii) Obviously we can apply Corollary 2.6(i) to Z' to compute d im( / ' ) ,  
I f  r = 2, then N '  _ ~zl, and dim(IN,)ms is known. 
Let r > 2. With obvious notation, let N'= (Q~ . . . . .  Q~_I,Q;nl . . . . .  
ns-  2, n). 
For  s < r + 2, then either n = m~, hence dim(IN,)m _ 1 = 0, or the 
number  of points in N '  with positive multiplicity is at most s - 1, so we 
can apply Corol lary 2.6(i) to N '  to compute dim(lu,)m_ 1" 
For s > r + 2, then n 1 . . . . .  ns-1 = 0, hence N '  = (Q; n), and we 
can again compute dim(IN,)m_ 1 applying Corol lary 2.6(i) to N'. | 
3. THE H ILBERT FUNCTION OF A MULT IPLE  
RAT IONAL NORMAL CURVE 
Now we turn to the study of H°(Pr,:cc(t)), see also [6]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let s, r, t, a ~ ~, with a > 1 and s = max{r + 2; rt + 
1 - (a - 1)(r + 2)}. Let P1 . . . . .  P~ be distinct points on a rational normal 
curve C, and Z = (P1,.. . ,  P~; a . . . . .  a) be a scheme of fat points. Then 
(i) / f r t  + 1 < a(r + 2), then h°(flzr, Jca(t)) = 0; 
(ii) h°(pr,  Sz ( t ) )  = hO(p~,j~(t)). 
Proof. (i) I f  r t+ l<a( r+2) ,  then s=r+2.  Let F be a form in 
H° (pr ,  J z ( t ) ) .  Let P ~ P~ be any point different from Pi (1 < i < s), and 
let C be the rational normal  curve through /'1 . . . . .  P~, P. By Bezout's 
Theorem, F(P) = 0, hence, for the genericity of P, we get F = 0. So 
H°(P~,Jz(t))  = 0, but h°(P~,Jz(t))>_ h°(flz~,J~(t)), and we have the 
conclusion. 
(ii) For  s --- r + 2 it follows f rom (i). Let s > r + 2, so rt > a(r + 2). 
Le t l  < l<a,  thenr t - ( l -1 ) ( r+2) -E~=l (a - l+ l )=r t - ( l -  1)(r 
+2) -s (a - l+ l )<r t - ( l -1 ) ( r+2) - ( r+2) (a - l+  1)=r t -a ( r  
+ 2) < 0; hence property g (a )  holds for J z ( t ) ,  so, f rom Proposit ion 1.6, 
we have h°(Pr, Jz(t ) )  < h°(Pr, dr~(t)). The converse is obvious. II 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let  the notat ion  as  in P ropos i t ion  3.1. 
(i) For  t > 2a  - 1, then  
h0(pr, j~( t ) )= ( t+r )_ r  ~ ( l+r-r_23)  (rt 
l=1 
613 
+ 1 - ( l -  1 ) ( r+2) ) ,  
(hO(jz. O) _ 
_- - - 
x=l  
Let  Nx  c ff~r--1 be the t-projection of Z~ from Px (see Definition 2.1). 
We have N~ = (Q; a - 1). 
h°( J~( t ) )  = h° (O~(t ) )  
= h° (ocz , ( t ) )  - 
h l (W,~c( t ) )  = O. 
(ii) For  t = 2a  - 2, then  
h l (p r ,~r~( t ) )  = 0 fo ra  = 1 or r  = 2; 
h l (V4 ,~( t ) )  > 0 fora > 1 andr > 2. 
Proof .  (i) We can suppose r _> 3, since the case r - 2 is obvious. We 
work by induction on a. When a = 1 the result is again trivial, so suppose 
a>l .  Since for a _> 2 and r > 3, thent_2a- l imp l ies r t+ l_a( r+ 
2), we have s _> r + 2. Let Pa, . . . ,  P~ be distinct points on C, and let 
s' = s + r + 2. Let P~+ 1 . . . .  , P~, be other distinct points on C and let 
Z = (Pa  . . . . .  PAa , . . . ,a )  
= (P1  . . . . .  P~,P~+I  . . . .  ,Ps ' ;  a . . . . .  a ,a  - 1 , . . . ,a  - 1) 
Z'= (1'1 . . . . .  P~, ;a  - 1 . . . . .  a - 1). 
For any x, 1 _< x < s, let 
Zx = (P1 . . . . .  Px - I ,P ,  . . . .  , I s ' ;  a . . . . .  a ,a  - 1 . . . .  ,a  - 1) 
Z,+I = (P1 . . . . .  Px ,P ,+t  . . . .  ,P~., ;a . . . . .  a ,a  - 1 . . . .  ,a  - 1). 
By Proposition 3.1 we get h°(~c( t ) )  <_ h° (~( t ) )  <_ h° (~z( t ) )  = 
h°( Jc~(t ) ) .  Hence (again using Proposition 3.1) we get 
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From Proposition 2.5, by the induction hypothesis, and since hl(p r- l ,  
JN(a -- 1)) = 0, we get 
h°(~( t ) )=( t+r ) -  ak l ( l+r -3 )  
r l=1 r -2  ( r t+ 1 -  ( l -1 ) ( r+2) )  
-- ~ h°(pr-l, JN~(a - 1)) 
x=l  
(t+r) a~(,+r ~)~+1 ~' ~,~r+2. 
r l=1 r -2  
~((~r 1,+~a ~,) 
x=l  r -1  
(~r ~,+~a ~, 1)) r l 
r t=l r -2  ( r t+ l -  ( l -  1 ) ( r+2) )  
[ r+a-3]  
-s[ r -2  1 
=( ,+r  t / ( l+r -3 )  
~, r ! - t= l \  r -2  ( r t+ 1 -  ( I -  1 ) ( r+2) ) .  
Finally, consider the trivial exact sequence, 
o- .~°( t )  - - ,~- l ( t )  --, _ _  • ~c (t) ~ 0. (1) 
Since hl(Jrca- l(t)) = 0 by the induction hypothesis, and (from Remark 1.3) 
, al ) ( ) hOl~_( t )  = a+r -3  c r -2  ( r t+ 1 -  (a -  1 ) ( r+2) )  (2) 
we easily get h l (~( t ) )  = 0. 
(ii) The case a = 1 is trivial, so suppose a > 1. For r = 2, since 
h°(~(t)) = 0, then by (i), by (1) and (2) we get hl(J~(t)) = O. 
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Let a>2and r>3.  If r+2>rt+ 1 - (a -  1 ) ( r+2) ,  since t=2a 
-2 ,  it follows ( r -  2 ) (a -  2 )< 3, hence there are only the following 
cases: 
(a) a = 2 and any r; (b) a=r=3; (c )  a=3andr=4;  
(d) a =4andr=3.  
Since from Proposition 3.1(i), h°(J~(t)) = 0, and from (i), hl( jc~-l(t)) 
= 0, then by (1) and (2) we easily get hl(J~(t)) > 0. More precisely, for 
a = 2, we have h l (~( t ) )  = (r - 1)(r - 2)/2); in cases (b), (c), (d) we get 
hl(Jca(t)) = 3; 10; 6, respectively. 
Let r+2<rt+ 1 - (a -  1 ) ( r+2) ,  hence s=r t+ 1 - (a -  1)(r+ 
2). Let s', Z, Z, Z', Z x, Zx+ 1 as in (i). Analogously to (i) we get 
s 
h°(~( t ) )  = h°( , J~- l ( t ) )  - E (h°( Jzx(t))  - h°(Jzx+l(t))) • 
x=l  
Let Nx _c ~r-1 be the t-projection of Z~ from Px. 
We have N~ -- (Q1, Q2 . . . . .  Q~- 1, Q; 1,1 . . . . .  1, a - 1). 
From Lemma 2.2, since hl(ff~r-l,JN(a - 1)) = 0 (see [4, Theorem 6]) 
we get 
h°(~Srca(t)) >__ h° (~- l ( t ) )  - ~ h°(pr-l,JN~(a - 1) )  
x=l  
=(t+r )_  a~l ( l+r23) ( r t  + 1 - ( l -1 ) ( r+2) )  
r l=1  r -  
x=l r -1  
 ,rl 1)x) 
=(t+r )_ r  ~( /+r23) ( r t+r -  1 - ( l -1 ) ( r+2) )  
l=1 
+(;) 
By the exact sequence (1) and by (2) we get hl(~y~(t)) _> (I)- | 
Remark 3.3. In Theorem 3.2 we prove that if a > 1 and r > 2, then 
2a - 1 is a sharp lower bound for Inf{~- ~ N such that hl(Pr ,~(t) )  = 0 
for any t _> ~-} (notice that from [1, Proposition 1] one only has 
hl(pr(~7~(t)) = 0 for t > 2a + r - 4). 
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Remark 3.4. Notice that the Hilbert Polynomial of C (a) is 
P( t )  =r (  a+r-2)r- 1 t - ( r+2) ( l=~l ( /+r23) ( r _  l - l ) )  
+(a  +r -2 )  
r -1  " 
By Theorem 3.2 we can give a non-recursive formula to compute the 
Hilbert function H(R/L  t) of a scheme of fat points Z = (/1 . . . . .  P,; ma, 
. . . .  m,) for t > 2m - 1, where m = max{m/}. We have: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let Z = (/91 . . . . .  P~; m 1 . . . .  , m~) ___ P~, r _> 2, be a 
scheme of  fat points with support on a rational normal curve C, and let I be its 
ideal. Let m = max{mi}, and t >_ 2m - 1. Then 
1~1 r -  
× min(r t  + l - ( l  -1 ) ( r  + 2)'  ~" (mi  - l + l '  + ) 
Let J z ( t ) ,  J c ,  and ~ be as in Section 1. Consider the exact Proof. 
sequence 
0- -~cm(t )  ~ J z (  t) "-> JZ,Ctm>( t) ---> 0; 
since, by Theorem 3.2, hl( Jc~(t))  = O, we have 
h°( J z ( t ) )  = h°(gcm(t ) )  + h°(Jz.c(,,,(t)). (3) 
Now we compute h°( Jz .c  ~(t)). Let n be as in Definition 2.1, and, for 
1 < 1 < m, let 
s 
~' l=r t -  (1 -  1 ) ( r+2)  - E (mi - l+  1) + 
i=1  
st = #{mi l l  < i < s ,m i > l}. 
If s t < r + 1, then ~t > -1-  (Indeed ~'l = r t -  ( l -  1)(r + 2) -  
~,mi>_t (mi - l+  1)>r (2m-  1 ) - ( l -  1Xr+2) - ( r+ 1) (m- l+ 1)= 
rm- l - r -m+ 1 >(m-1) ( r -2 ) -  1 > -1. )  
If s t___r+2, and n +1 <l<m,  we get ~'t>-0. (In fact, we have 
0 < %+1 = rt - n(r + 2) - Emi>n(m i - n) < rt - n(r + 2) - Y"m >l(mi 
-n ) ,  hence z t=r t - ( l  1) ( r -+2) -Em,~z(mi - l+ l ) _n( r~-2)+ 
Em,>_l(mi - n) - (l - 1)(r + 2) - E, , ,zz (m i - I + 1) = (s t - (r + 2))(• - 
n - 1) >_0). 
Consider the exact sequences (notation as in Proposition 1.2) 
0 ~( t )  ~J~znc,>.c<~(t) ~J~znc<,-l) c,-1)(t) ~ O, 1 _< 1 < m. 
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For n + 1 _< l < m, since ~'t -> -1 ,  by Corollary 1.4, we get Ha(Pr ,~t( t ) )  
= 0. Moreover, for 0 < l < n, we have H°(Pr ,  Jznc,~,c,~(t) )  = 0 (see the 
proofs of Proposition 1.2, for I = 0, and Proposition 1.6 for 1 > 0). Hence, 
by the sequences above, we easily get 
h°( J z ,c . . , ( t ) )  = h° ( J znc ,~. .c . . , ( t ) )  
E h°(~'i l(t)) for n < m 
"~" l=n+ l 
0 fo rm <n.  
Since h°(Jcm(t)) and the h°(o,~l(t))'s are known (see Corollary 1.4 and 
Theorem 3.2), the conclusion follows from (3), by a straightforward calcu- 
lation. | 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let us assume m i = m, i = 1, . . . .  s. I f  either r = 3, or 
s <_ r + 2, or s > (m - 1)(r - 2), then Conjecture A holds. 
Proof. For r = 3 see [3]. For t _ 2m - 1, h°( Iz ( t ) )  is given by Proposi- 
tion 3.5. Let t < 2m - 2. If s < r + 2 the conclusion easily follows from 
Corollary 2.6. If  s _> r + 2 and s > (m - 1)(r - 2), then by a straightfor- 
ward computation, we have that ~(m)  holds for J z ( t ) .  Hence, by Proposi- 
tion 1.6, and since Z c C ~m), we get h°( I z ( t ) )= h°(Ic~m~(t)), and this 
proves Conjecture A. | 
Notice that by Proposition 3.6 we immediately get that Conjecture A 
holds for m = 2 (for any s). 
4. THE MIN IMAL ITY  OF THE H ILBERT FUNCTION OF 
FAT POINTS ON A CONIC 
Here we prove, for the case r = 2, the Conjecture B formulated in the 
Introduction. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let P1 . . . . .  P~ ~ ff~2 be distinct points on a non-singular 
conic C, and let Q1,. . . ,  Q~ ~ p2 be distinctpoints no three of  them on a line. 
Let m 1 > . . .  > m s > 0 be integers, and I z, I w be, respectively, the homoge- 
neous ideals o f  the schemes of  fat points 
Z = (P1 , ' " ,  P~;ml , . . . ,ms) ,  W= (Q1 . . . . .  Q , ;ml  . . . . .  me)" 
Then dim(Iw) t < dim(Iz) t for every t > O. 
Proof For t < m i + mj, both ( I z )  t and ( lw)t  have the line PiPj as a 
fixed component. Taking away this line and iterating this procedure, we 
may assume that t > m i + mj for all i ~ j. 
For 2t + 1 > Z~= lmi, since t _> m i + mj, from [2] we know that ( Iw)  t 
and ( I z )  t are regular, so they have the same dimension. 
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Now we prove the theorem by induct ion on E~= lm i  . Since for s < 5 the 
Qi's also are on a conic, the result follows from the fact that for fat points 
whose support  is on a conic the Hi lbert  function only depends on 
m 1 . . . . .  m s (see [2]), so the first steps of  the induct ion are covered. 
Assume s > 5, t >__ m I + m2,2t  + 1 < )7~=1m i - 1. 
Since 2t + 1 < E~= lm i  - 1, then ~(1)  holds for ( I z )  t (see Def in i t ion 
1.5). Moreover  r t - ( (m 5+ 1) -  1 ) ( r+2) -E~=l (mi - (m 5+ 1)+ 1) + 
= 2t - 4m 5 - E4=l(m1 - m 5) > 0, hence ~(m s + 1) does not hold for 
( Iz)t-  Let  n = max{a l~(a)  holds for (Iz)t}. We have 1 < n < m 5.
If  m s < n, then ~(n)  holds for (I(e '..... e,_l;mx ..... , , , _0) ,  hence by 
Propos i t ion 1.6, ( I z )  t = ( I (e  I . . . . .  es_~;ml .. . . .  m,_l~)r Moreover  ( Iw)  t c_ 
(I(Q1 . . . . .  Os-1 ;  ml . . . . .  ms_l))t, and the result follows by the inductive hypothesis. 
Let  m s > n. Let L be the line PaP2 and let or be the l inear series cut 
out on L by the l inear system ( Iw)  r Le t  
W' = (Q1 . . . . .  Qs;ml  - 1, m 2 - 1, ma, . . . ,ms)  c_ W 
Z '  = (P1 , . . . , Ps ;ma - 1, m 2 - 1 ,m 3 . . . . .  ms)  cZ .  
By the inductive hypothesis, we have 
d im( Iw)  , < ( Iw , ) t _  1 + dim o- + 1 = d im( Iw, ) t _  1 + t - m I - m 2 + 1 
< d im( Iz , ) t _  1 + t - m 1 - m 2 + 1.
Now we need only to prove that d im( Iz , ) t _  1 + t -  m 1 -m 2 + 1 < 
dim(Iz)t .  
Since t >_ m~ + m E, then t >_ 2n. For  t = 2n we get m 1 . . . . .  m s = n,  
so d im( Iz )  t = 1, dim(Iz,)t_  1 = O, and dim(Iz,)t_ 1 + t - m 1 - m E + 1 - 
d im( Iz )  , = O. 
Let  t >_ 2n + 1. Since g (n)  holds for both ( I z )  t and ( l z ' ) t -1 ,  we have, 
by "taking away n t imes" the conic C, 
d im( Iz )  t - d im(  Iz ,  ) t_ 1 - t + m I + m E - 1 
= dim(I(P 1 . . . . .  Ps;ml-n . . . . . .  s-n))t_2n 
- -  dilTl ( I( p I . . . . .  P~; (ml -n - l )+ , (m2-n-1)+,m3-n  . . . . .  m~-n) ) t - l -2n  
- t+ml+m2-1  
= l ( - -4n  - -  (m 1 - -  n ) (m 1 - -  n + 1)  + (m 1 -- n - -  1)  + (m I - -  n )  
+2m 1 - (m 2 - n ) (m 2 - n + 1)  
+(m z -n -  1) +(m z -n )  +2m2)  =0.  
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